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In May 2011, two FabLabs were established in Japan. One in Kamakura, one in Tsukuba. Kamakura city as a location to establish 

a FabLab, provides several opportunities and possibilities. First, the rich cultural root of the town and its natural surroundings, pro-

vide opportunities to integrate traditional Japanese values into digital fabrication. Second, the building that FabLab resides, has a 

strong cultural significance with its 120 years history, and its integration into the modern society. With these aspects in mind, 

'Kura' has been the centre of FabLab Kamakura’s activities. 

Kamakura, as a city provides a rich his-

tory and tradition through its heritage 

and activities. We have been actively 

researching a way to integrate tech-

niques and digital  fabr icat ions at 

FabLab Kamakura. Through opening 

our door to people from various back-

grounds, we intend to build an active 

research community, where this unique 

cultural approach towards a research 

can fulfill its full potential.

01 Community Lab

FabLab Kamakura was established in 

order to provide a working space, where 

people could exchange opinions and 

skills beyond the gap of generations, oc-

cupations and nationalities through 'Fab-

rication'. Every Friday, we welcome the 

public by opening the building’ s large 

front window, which attracts people’s at-

tention. Through various projects, such 

as namecard and nameplate projects, 

where various creative communities 

could get involved to create objects with 

various tools. FabLab activity provides 

interesting opportunities for various cre-

ators and non-creators to collaborate 

and share their visions.

02 Research Lab

One of our aim is to establish an incu-

bation activity, where local designers 

and artists could utilize the facility to 

explore the full potential of digital fabri-

cation through research, development 

and production. Through out this pro-

cess, the challenge is to provide a 

solid infrastructure that designers and 

artists can rely their innovative ap-

proaches. Currently, the activities at 

FabLab are utilized as examples to ex-

plore the potential of a new way of 

working and living.

03 Incubation Lab
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WOOD
In Japan, we are proud of the world’ s lead-
ing woodworking techniques. In FabLab Ka-
makura, our main aim is to develop a new 
manufacturing method through integrating 
digital fabrication and traditional crafts. In 
recent years, there has been a decline in 
number of craftsmen of their products, due 
to an increase in mass manufactured prod-
ucts and difficulty in educating younger gen-
erations with craft skills. We are hoping to 
overcome these difficulties through explor-
ing opportunities to revive local traditional 
culture.

In nature, we can see the perfect balance of its 
structure, material and form. On the other hand, the 
current designing and manufacturing process dis-
plays discrepancy in between processes due to their 
separation and specialization. In this project, the aim 
is to bring back the holistic approach to design and 
manufacturing through digital fabrication, especially 
using mathematical methods in selecting materials 
and its structure. 

The traditional Japanese wooden architecture has a 
joinery system, called “Tsugite” or “Shikuchi”.
The joinery system is produced by manual labour 
and it is mainly used for structural purpose. Recently 
this traditional joinery system become obsolete, 
where it is replaced with nails and screws. This proj-
ect deals with the issue through integrating joinery 
system with digital fabrication. The joineries are pro-
duced using simple digital fabrication method, sim-
plifying the complexity of their manufacturing pro-
cess. We also explored the possibilities for these 
joineries to be used in various purposes. As an initial 
attempt, the fundamental shapes of these joineries 
are prototyped. 

This wooden puzzle is made with wooden material 
from Shizuoka Prefecture. The aim of this project is 
to explore the potential of utilizing local materials. 
This utilization provides an opportunity to introduce 
a new manufacturing and market scenes.

Integrating
Form-Structure-Material

Project by Taisuke Ooshima

Exploration of
joinery system

Project by Kenji Kanasaki

Geology Puzzle Project
Project by Youka Watanabe
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PAPER
Paper is one of the most used materials in 
traditional Japanese culture. The material 
represents the local characteristics in cul-
ture, where Kamakura provides unique 
characteristics in manufacturing of these 
materials. This fabulous material provides 
various possibilities in producing various 
objects through digital fabrication.

In Japanese “Ami” is a word for weaving, and “Gami” 
means paper. Similar to spinning cotton or wool to 
yarn to knit clothes, “Amigami” deals with cutting out 
strips of paper with notches to weave a three dimen-
sional structure. With a single laser cutter, small ob-
jects and furniture used in everyday life could be cre-
ated. It is even possible to create a large-scale struc-
ture, lager than the size of our body by using various 
weaving techniques and papers. These paper struc-
tures are flexible and could easily be folded for mobil-
ity, and unfolded to its original shape. Once used, the 
structure can be disassembled into its individual strips, 
and reused as materials for other purposes.

Amigami

This project takes isosceles triangles as a single cell 
and joins them together to create a product, which re-
sembles a life organism. This innovative form often 
comes out of necessity, in nature. For example, the re-
petitive structures can be seen on the bodies of centi-
pedes, the nest of bees, or even in human fingers and 
toes. By studying this simple yet rational law of nature, 
we attempt to construct a product (a life organism) by 
assembling singular forms (cells).

Geo Forming

Project by Sugi-X / Hiroya Tanaka / Ken Inoue

Project by  Kotaro Iwaoka
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TEXTILE
In FabLab Kamakura, we are trying to inte-
grate digital fabrication and local craft tra-
ditions. One of the attempts is to introduce 
digitally controlled sewing and knitting ma-
chines.  We believe that materials like tex-
tiles provide an interesting opportunity to 
explore the possibilities of this integration 
process. Thus, we have been exploring the 
possibilities of materials like used fabrics 
from kimono or even a copper as a weav-
ing material. One thing that we realized 
during this exploration process is the im-
portance of creating a new tool to accom-
modate new materials and fabrication 
methods. Through finding the potentials of 
a new material, a creative integration of 
digital fabrication and local crafts tradition 
can be realized. 

The aim of this project is to explore methods of 
forming a three-dimensional object by solidifying a 
resin material such as cement and fabric.  Further, 
the development of tools specifically designed for 
this technique has also been explored. The design 
tools introduce a simple manufacturing technique. It 
strengthens the natural shape by gravity of hanging 
fabric. When the fabric is firmed appropriately, the 
three-dimensional shell structure would become a 
main structure. 

Fabric Casting

This project explores the concept of developing 
tools for personal preference and simplifying the 
complexity of currently existing tools.  As a part of 
Fab Tools, a simply hand weaving tool was devel-
oped, to accommodate the personal need for an 
easy to use weaving machine. The tool was inspired 
by essential functions of the existing weaving tool 
that requires complex skills. Through simplifying the 
form and function, it was possible to personalize the 
tool to user's level of skills and knowledge. It is real-
ized later that a similar project tool, a hand weaving 
machine, was introduced at FAB 7.

Printing Tools Project

Project by Atsushi Masumori

Project by Youka Watanabe
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